In this paper, we introduce new binary operations on graphs. In fact, we obtained some other product operations, called them classic product operations from union of two or more new product operations. We examined the relationship between new binary product operations and classic product operations.
Introduction
A graph G consists of a non-empty set of elements called vertices and a list of unordered pairs of these elements called edges. The vertex and the edge sets of a graph G are denoted by () VG and () EG , respectively. Throughout this paper, we consider finite graphs that have no loops or multiple edges. The degree of the vertex () v is the number of edges joined with this vertex is denoted by () v  . The notion || V and || E are used to indicate the number of vertices and edges respectively [2] .
Let G be simple graph with p vertices. The complement graph c G of G is defined to be the simple graph with the same vertex set as G and where two vertices u and v are adjacent precisely when they are not adjacent in G . Roughly speaking then, the complement of G can be obtained from the complete graph p K by "rubbing out" all the edges of G [1] .
A product binary operation, creates a new graph from two initial graphs, some binary operations called them Elementary Binary Operations, They create a new graph from two initial graphs by change of vertices or edges or both such as union or join, some other binary operations called them product binary operations,They also create a new graph from two initial graphs, where the resulting graph has the same set of vertices but its set of edges depends of the considered operation, such as tensor product, cartesian product, strong product, composition, symmetric difference and disjunction [5] . 
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Comparison between new and classic operations
In this section, we investigate the comparison between our new product operations and classic product operations.
Theorem: If 1
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Some Remarks on new product operations
In this section, we provide some remarks on new product operations.
Remark:
Any classic product operation can be deduced from our new product operations Proof:By definition 1.1 and definition 1.3, we have 
